Thank you for buying the NHT iC2-ARC In-Ceiling Loudspeaker. The iC2-ARC is a modern, 3rd generation in-ceiling speaker utilizing a number of unique technologies that work together to deliver high-quality audio performance well beyond your expectations. It features the NHT patented 3-tweeter array that will provide a remarkably wide, smooth soundfield and the new Anti Resonant Casting (ARC) frame adds unprecedented strength and durability while reducing vibration-based distortions to inaudible levels.

What you will find in this box:

(1) An iC2-ARC in-ceiling speaker.
(1) Metal Grille Cover
(1) Cardboard Template

............

**Installation:** Cutting holes in ceilings and walls and installing heavy objects above you and your loved ones is serious business. There are also numerous decisions concerning wiring, control systems, methods, and best practices only a professional will have knowledge of. Please consult a professional to install this speaker. Find an Installer near you by visiting www.nhthifi.com - Where to Buy or visit www.cedia.org to find a CEDIA installation professional.

That said, we know there are capable do-it-yourselfers. If you’re one and want to do this on your own or with the help of an expert friend, visit the NHT Website www.nhthifi.com and download the Installation Guide. Measure twice and cut once!

**Paint Warning:** NHT recommends that you use a capable, professional painter only to paint this speaker (as necessary to match the wall or ceiling). Latex paint will definitely clog the micro-perforated grill holes and constrict the speaker’s performance capability. Contact us if you need a new grill cover.

............

**Professional Specifications:**

Average Impedance 8Ω. Recommended Power 10-100W. Max RMS Power Handling 100W. Coverage to 60° off-axis. Cutout dim: 8.375” diameter (8-3/8”). Depth behind the wall: 4.875” (4-7/8”), Finished dim: 9.44” (9-7/16”)

Visit www.nhthifi.com for complete information and specifications.

............

**Warranty Info:**

USA and Canada - This NHT product features a limited 60-month parts and labor warranty against defects in workmanship or materials when purchased from NHT directly or an NHT Authorized Reseller. For more warranty details visit nhthifi.com.

Outside USA and Canada - Please consult your local NHT dealer and/or NHT Authorized Distributor in your country for warranty details.